A brief conceptual challenges improvement (hotumese) and development of nanobattery is explained in a wide insight of intuition idea and technology planning for a better future human kind life particularly in their needs of mobile effective energy.
Moreover, the idea of building better battery up to nanometer size and structure has been in very intensive efforts during the last two decades [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Beside such incredible works, many collaborative researches from interdisciplinary talented scientists have shown so many different aspects in the improvement and development focused on commercial lithium ion battery (LIB) . Such scientific findings contributed in at least 3 advantages points of the LIB as follows : (1). High energy density, (2) . Design flexibility, and (3). Ease of handling compared to other conventional batteries. While another 2 disadvantages of a novel storage device using worldwide LIB technology are (1). The limitation of suitable electrodes and electrolytes, and (2). Complicated tasks in controlling the electrode-electrolyte interfaces.
On the other hand, the next sophisticated nanobatteries need an on-target improvement and development particularly in all creative solid-state assembly contributed and supported by both highly conducting and stable confinement solid electrolytes. Another view of improving challenges (hotumese in Ambon, Indonesia language) in conjunction with nanotechnology strorage mobile nanobattery (SMN-B) for future energy sources is about a great hope in order to develop nano-electrode and nano-electrolite materials with excellence conductivity in a dynamics field based on gold nanoparticles [56] or gold nanorod [57] , and carbon nanomaterials such as fullerene derivatives [58] , carbon nanotubes (CNT) [59] , and another complex nanostructure materials, for instance proposed by L. Dupont [60] , and U. Weisner [61, 62] with their unique physical behaviors. Nanocrystals electrolyte made by a well-known electrolyte can solve at least the following 3 problems: (1). Large energy storage capacity, (2) . Effective charge-discharge kinetics system, and (3). Cyclic instabilities which can be protected by making large surface for faradaic reaction and short distance for mass and charge diffusion.
In present paper, a dream anti-crack and elastic nanobattery system is proposed as shown in Fig. 1 . The conceptual idea expanded as earlier mentioned in Ref.
[63] is possible to be realized by fabricating the best nanomaterials consisted of an integrated system using 
